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CHA?TER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis attems>ts _to investigate ho't'l certain objective factors in 
a patient's oacl-cground may bear upon his behavior in group thera~JY. ;::ore 
specifically, the study examines a series of objective factors in the 
patient's life and uses a statistical test to measure the degree of 
relationship of these factors to specified kinds of behavior of patients 
in group therapy. 
Psychoanalytic group therapy is still a relatively ne>-.r therapeutic 
technique \'lhose ultimate goals are not yet known and \'Those full potential 
has ~ret to be realized. Historically, it was introduced into the United 
States under medical auspices, with the precursors of modern therapy 
groups being the "classes" organized for tubercular and other patients 
early in this century. This was follm-Ted a little later, in the t\.,renties, 
[,y a few attempts to apply educational methods in groups of schizophrenic 
patients. Therao:Jeutic groups for non-psychotic patients appeared about 
19)0 under the leadership of such men as Slavson, l!roreno, and Redl. 1 
Since group psychotherapy with its clinical roots constitutes one of 
the specific approaches within the broader field of psychotherapy, .... ~ L..S 
major concepts and techniques naturally reflect such a connection. Its 
primary e;nphasis is on curinE l>lental ill-health. In the broadest sense, 
1Raymond J. Corsini, 1-iethods of Group Psychotherapy, p. 12. 
1 
however, it deals \'lith anomalies of personality and ui th the s;y1.n;1toras of 
these disturbances, Hi th a view to'\'lard producing a change in individual 
patholo[~Y. 
Group therapy is based upon the assU!Ilption that an individual will 
duplicate within tb.e group the tensions and imbalances he experiences 
outside the group. That it is the group relation itself that causes his 
tensions t·Tas orit;inally postulated by Freud \iho stated that 
In the individual 1 s mental life, sor:1eone else is 
invariably involved, as a model, as an object, as a helper, 
as an opponent, and so from the very first individual psycho-
logy is at the same time social psychology.2 
He later adds: 
Each individual is a conponent part of the numerous 
t::roups, he is bound by ties of identification in many directions, 
and he has built up his ef;o-ideal (super-ego) upon the various 
models.) 
Freud of course emphasized the vital importance of his o\m family for the 
development of his conscious and unconscious personality, and considered 
the fanily as the background out of '\'lhich the individual and his un-
conscious emerge. To subsequent analysts, too, the most influential 
~;:roup in :nolding personality was sean to be the family. Saul Scheid linger 
2sigmund Freud, Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, p. 2. 
)Ibid., p. 101. 
2 
::: 
has \'Tri tten: 
Inasmuch as the earliest, most influential years of life 
are spent in the family setting, the family group and the 
patterns established therein were accordingly vievJed as founda-
tions for future individual and group relationships.4 
More recently, Nathan Ackerman has stressed the concept of the family as 
a social and emotional unit with great impact upon the individual: 
It cannot be forgotten that at any point in time the indi-
vidual is the repository of a group experience. His identity 
is at once both individual and social. He is a mirror image, a 
microcosm of his family group. At a given moment in life, he 
epitomizes a \'Thole hierarchy of family configurations, each of 
which corresponds to his individual personality at a particular 
stage of growth. A meaningful conception of mental health can 
be achieved only as we relate the functioning of the individual 
to the human relations patterns of his pri~ary group •• ~the 
ills of individual, family, and society are a continuum.) 
Ackerman considered the familial interrelationships to be so i:.1portant 
that he treats the family as a whole in therapy. In psychoanalytically-
oriented group therapy \ole see some of the aspects of the family group, 
with the leader assuming the role of the parent figure and other group 
members representing the patient's siblings6 or other meaningful persons 
in their lives. Elsewhere, Scheidlinger speaks of "regressive forces" 
being; present in group formation, as individual meT..bers tend to reueat 
4saul Scheidlinger, Psychoanalysis and 2-roun Behavior: A St~dY. 
of Freudian _Gr'?.~_?sycholo~;r., p:-40. ·--
,; 
-'Nathan Ackerman, The Psychodynamics of_Familx_~if~, p. 7. 
0 Saul Scheidlincer, "Group Psychotherapy 11 , A~erican Journal of 
prt~~~sychiatry, vol. 24,~p. 142 •. 
3 
earlier fa~ily patterns in subsequent groups.7 As the life of the 
therapeutic group lengthens, deeply emotional attachments are formed and 
patients often can "take stock of how they deal •~i th their fellovr hunan 
beings ••• experiment and acquire other techniques for dealing with one 
another. • • n8 
Research into group therapy has tended to focus on the group process 
itself rather than on individuals 1·1ithin the group. Furthermore the 
studies have focussed, in the main, on experiences during therapy, with 
little attention being paid to vthat background the individual brings to 
the therapeutic experience. \1e cannot ignore, ho'l'rever, the fact ti1a t the 
group is made up of individuals, with highly individual reactions and 
stresses that derive from their unique backgrounds. We recognize that it 
is not the province of the group therapy leader to investigate these back-
,grounds except insofar as they emerge spontaneously in the therapeutic 
situation. The therapist deals with the end product of the background 
the stress. Still, if the background is a crucial factor in producing 
stress, then the background itself is a worthy object for research. If 
the family unit influences individual behavior, then >ve ask what specific 
family factors, if any, may be influential. Does position in the family, 
7saul Scheidlinger, Psychoanalysis and Group Behavior: A Study 
of Freudian Group Psychology, p. 71. 
8r.-!ax Day, 11 Achieving Cohesiveness in a Therapy Group", p. ). 
4 
for e;·:8J:lple, have so!Yle relationship to behavior ;,:mtterns in later life? 
Is the size of the ~)atient 1 s family significant? Are there other factors, 
not basically springin;:; from famil~r factors, but related to class or 
status, that may be influential? In other words, is it possible to iso-
late specific objective factors in an individual's bad:(';round and relate 
the:J to suecific kinds of behavior in relationship to other people? 
Using a zroup therapy 0Xl)erience this t!1esis attei::}?ts to throl·l S0'2lG livht 
on 
... , 
vr.ese ouestions. 
CHAPTER II 
SOURCES OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
Background for this Study 
This study is based on the records of those patients in group 
therapy at the r.It. Auburn lios::,Jital, Cambridge, .!-Iassachusetts. The 
I-lt. Auburn Hospital has, for the past five years, been involved in a 
project to demonstrate the use of group psychotheral)Y as the primary 
treatment for those patients seeking psychiatric help in an out-patient 
?sychiatric clinic in a comr.mni ty hospital. It l'ias the intention of this 
project to apply group psychotherapy in the broadest vray possible to 
ar>plicants for psychiatric treatment at this hospital, and to make care-
ful standardized observations of the intake procedure, individual diag-
nostic procedures, group psychotherapy procedures, and treatment results. 
The use of these standardized observations make the project reportable 
in objective terms and repeatable in other community settings. It was 
anticipated that in this '1-ray it would be possible to evaluate many 
aspects of the treatment program in order to determine its effectiveness. 
It would be possible, also, to specify with some precision a) the extent 
to I'Thich such a prograr.1 represents an improved method of helpinc disturbed 
people and the limits of its effectiveness and, b) the differential 
effectiveness of group psychotherapy in relation to variations in 
character otructure and psychodynamics oi' the individual patient. 
Certain sit_~nificant contributions to better community mental health 
6 
\'lere anticipated including: 
1. Stit!lulation of professional mental health personnel into 
the setting of the neighborhood community general hospital, re-
presenting the stable, \'tell-known and fully accepted medical faci-
lities of the community. 
2. DemonstratinE the value of group therapy as a means of 
dealing with the flood of disturbed patients seekin~ help at 
psychiatric clinics throut~hout the country vlho are unable to 
secure individual psychotherapy because of insufficient pro-
fessional staff. It vias anticipated that results of this project 
would provide carefully collected da.ta regarding the value of 
group therapy as a solution to this problem. 
). ·The accumulation of standardized, explicit data frou all 
phases of the project (diagnosis, treatment, and evaluation). 
Such data is seen to be of zreat potential theoretical value in 
opening research avenues in such areas as criteria for assignment 
to t:;roup, rele,tive therapeutic effect of different group structures, 
and the specific therapeutic ele:nents in group psychotherapy. 
4. Detailed evidence of the effectiveness of sroup psycho-
therapy is lacking and it is felt that a finding that a specified 
and identifiable iJroportion of cases can be ex?ected to benefit 
from group therapy \·!ill make for more confident ap~)lication of 
zroup methods as a primary treatment of choice.1 
This thesis makes use of data derived under the assu~ption of point 
three above. 
Sources of Data 
Tt-.ro 9rimary sources of data are utilized in this study; a 5ehavior 
Rating Scale of Datients in £roup therapy and Face-Sheet data on these 
same patients. 
One i:nportant type of infornation sought and Gathered as 9art of 
the project described above \"laS sorr,e indicatior.. of a patient 1 S behavior 
1 Arthur P. Burdon and \'lillian Ryan, 11 Sroad Application of J-roup 
Therapy in a. Co::mnunity Hospital", p. 1. 
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in ::;roup therapy. Each group leader 1.-ms as::ed therefore to rate each 
of nis patients on a number of specified kinds of behavior in the group 
situation. The factors to be rated \'lere Activity, Dominance, Attendance, 
Leader-Orientation, rtostility-Friendliness, Cohesiveness, and Involve~ent. 
Ratin,s;s >tere to range from a scale of 1 for high de~;ree, to l for low 
degree in each factor. Appendix B is an example of' the Hating Scale 
uith the explanatory naterial for each factor. 
The Face Sheet 
The face-sheet for this clinic is designed to enable the intake 
i'lOrker to record much significant oocial data so that it is readily 
available for study (see Appendix A). i':hile it is filled out in the 
patient's presence, it is auxiliary to a hi[hly-detailed and diagnosti-
cally relevant history taken in the course of the intake interviei'l. For 
the purposes of this study, family factors were chosen \thich relate to 
the objective structure of the family or which may be described in 
numerical terms, the g;oal being to eliminate those which raay be subject 
to interpretation by the l'Tri ter. The factors thus selected were: 
1) 3ize of fa..i·nily of origin by number of children in fa.l!lily. 
2) Patient's ordinal position in family of origin. 
3) Distribution by sex of children within family of origin. 
4) ?atient 1 s level of' education. 
5) Relative degree of intactness of family of origin. 
6) Patient's generation in the United States. 
Additional Data 
Family factors \'l'ere also related to the patients 1 continuing or not 
8 
continuing in group treat~ent. 
; .. :ethodology 
Fifty-four charts l-.rere dravm up in 11hich each of' the siJ: f'a:ni ly 
factors \<Tere related to each of the nine therapy ratings ( ei::;ht behavior 
ratin,:;s plus continuance or drop-out rating). The majority of conparisons 
included all fifty cases. In a feu cases certain therapy ratings uere 
omitted by the raters. For each chart the family factor ~~d rating 
score bein(; analyzed were arranged and dichotomized on a high-lol; basis. 
The extent of relationship bet11een the variables '\<las then tested by the 
chi-square, a non-par~etric statistical measure to determine the signi-
ficance of differences between t1-t0 independent groups. 
All fifty-four charts are reproduced in the appendix, along with all 
other data used in this study, in the expectation that this material 
lends itself to analysis beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER III 
Al(ALYSIS 0? TF'::E DATA 
The sample consists of' fifty patients on t·rho:n Group 3ehavior Ratin;:: 
Scores were available. 
TABLE 1 
SIZE OF PATIEl·:-TS 1 F A?ULY OF ORIG IH BY IHJ:.1i3Ei\ 
OF CHILD]EK (II'WLUDIHG PATIEY'l') 
- ~--~ -~ - ·-· . 
----·-- ---
ITo. of children 
Size of Family 
1 
2 
5 
l;. 
.~, 
/ 
6-7-D 
9-10-11 
-------- ----·- --- ~ -·---<---·~--·-·--··-· ·--
Distribution in 3am~le 
17 
7 
" 0
6 
5 
2 
Total 50 
Table 1 describes the sample in terms of the size of the patients' 
family of origin. This objective factor '\·las selected to be studied in 
order to investigate l·ihetber persons from s:::tall families Houlci tend to 
10 
-~ -===== ============= 
act in group therapy in sm:'.e :manner related to the size of their far:J.ily 
of origin, the implication beinz that the opportunity to relate to fe~., 
or nany persons in the primary fac.ily woulci have so:ne carry-over to 
behavior in ;::;rotr:; si -'.:.uations in later life. The E:ean family size in our 
saaple is ).51t-, ap:)roxir::J.atin"'~ the mean family size found in the ~,eneral 
:)o'!mlation of the United .States, i"rhich uas ).)LJ in 1959.1 
1statistical Abstract of the United States, 1959, p. 42. 
11 
12 
TABLE 2 
ORDTiiAL POSITIO:i:J AJ:.ID SIZE OF FAi-IILY 
·--~------~----~~···----~--· 
Place in FD.lCJily Size of Farnily Distribution Totals 
Oldest of 
II II 
II II 
11 II 18 
Second of 
II II 
II II 
II II 12 
Third of 
11 n 
II 11 6 
Fourth of 
II II 
Fifth of 
II II 2 
Sixth of 
Seventh of 1 
Ninth of 1 
Eleventh of 1 
Total 50 
-----------·----
The fa~ily constellation has often been stressed as a crucial source 
of tension for the ;_:mtient. Lipshutz, vrriting on :psychoanalytic ;:;roup 
therapy, quotes from a manual by Shooks and Goldberg: 
Probably fei·J phases of family life, fe,·l relationships 
in the family circle, are so important for the child's 
character as the family constellation. The infant 1 s chrono-
logical position in the family - l·rhether he is first born, 
second child, youngest, or as the only child - is asoociated 
vli th certain characteristics. 2 
In the same article, Lipshutz refers to C. P. Oberndorf's statement 
that 
Just as the advent of the first child entails a ne'>: 
psychological situation between the parents, so each additional 
child co:::1ing into the family introduces a changed poychological 
as '\>Tell as a physical situation in the far..ll.ly circle.3 
In OL~ s~~ple, we observe that eighteen patients are the oldest 
children in their families, and five are only children. Ordinal position 
has been the subject of many studies. The Gesell investigation noted 
that the "first baby makes the greatest demands upon the :.1other, both 
physically and psycholor:;ically. The second benefits thereby 11 .4 Lasko, 
studying parental behavior toward first and second children, found that 
"parental behavior toward first children as contrasted to second is on 
the average less \·Jarm emotionally and more restrictive and coercive". 
3he goes on to relate this finding to ambivalence of parents to;-;ard 
making roo!!l in their relationship for a "dependent, non-rational, de2.and-
ing individual 11 as v:ell as the lack of lmowledge and experience vri th 
2Daniel Lipshutz, "Psychoanalytic Group Therapy". American 
Journal of Orthopsych~~trL, Vol. 22, p. 719. 
3I.b.i~_., p. 718 
4A. Gesell et al., Infant and Child in the Culture _of Toda:z:., 
p •. 75-
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children 11hich makes parents expect both too little and too :11Uch.J Koch 
\·Trites that as a result of e, study it -.ras found that 11 first born children 
see1!1ed to be ~1ore inten.Be, amdous, on the defensive, and concerned 
r 
\·lith status. 110 It seems, then, that the problems parents have with their 
first-born children are reflected in the large nuraber of patients in our 
sanple i·rho fall into this category. It follo>vs, of cov.rse, that only 
children suffer also from. the intensity of their relationship >vith their 
:;:>arents. 
Further observation of this table reveals tl1at of our patient popu-
lation thirty-four per cent are from facilies of only two children. In 
the general population, ho\'lever, 18.) per cent fall into this category. 7 
The hiz;her percentage of these individuals in a psychiatric clinic, 
therefore, leads to speculation that sibling rivalry iB heightened in 
these small families as contrasted to larger fa:nilies i>~'here such rivalry 
and conco:--,li tant conflicts may enjoy greater dilution. 
5Jean K. Lasko, "Parent Behavior Tovrard First and Second 
Children", Geneti~ Psychology:.rono~r.~s, vol. 49, 19;A, pp. 129-1)). 
6n. L. Koch, 11 So;::e Personality Correlates of Seh, Sibling 
Position and Sex of Siblings Amont; Five and Six Year Old Children", 
Genetic Psychology ~.Ionograph~, vol. 52, August 1955, p. )6. 
ever 
years 
7statistical Abstract of' the United States ~. 41. 
This fiP.:ure does not refer to the nu:ffbei:· of children 
borne by the woma~, but to the number of c[1ildre:J. unde:· eignt9en 
of age living \vi thin ti-1e household. 
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TABLE 3 
BALANCE OF SEXES m FAHILY OF ORIGIF 
Sex Factor Distribution in S~ple 
------ ---------------~----·---< 
Only children 5 
:.:ajori ty = se;: of patient 24 
I:inori ty = sex of patient 9 
Equal mnbers 12 
Total 50 
Table 3 describes the balances of sexes in the patients• family of 
origin. \:e note that t1·renty-nine patients are only children or belong 
to the :,1ajority sex in their families. Koch has postulated that diffi-
culties arising out of the Oedipal period may be exacerbated by the dual 
rivalry for the significant parental fig:ure by siblings of the sa::re sex. 
This is felt to tu"ldermine self-confidence and enthusiasm in these children. 
Children of the same sex have nore overlap;_Jin:; and hence 
probably more competing interests, are thro\'rn more often 
into each other 1 s co!::lpany, are conpared l:i th each other 
uore freouently and find it difficult to line uu as 
- • n 
readily for sup;)ort, each ui th a different parent. 0 
It ;.rould be interesting in another study to investigate the presentin;:: 
problems of tr1ese patients t:i th a vie.-; to substantiating areas of con-
flict. 
" 
°Koch, op. cit., p. 41 
16 
'l'ABLE 4 
LE'VEL OF EDUCATION 
Education Distribution in Sa~:1ple 
:-:ore than 
High School 31 
~·· , :azn School 11 
Less than 
Iiigh School 8 
Total 50 
--~~--~------
The high educational level of the sa"llple reflects t:1e college co1:1-
:J.unity in 1·:hich ::t. Auburn Hospital is situated. O:Jerative nere, too, 
is tile generally accepted fact that people in the higher strata of 
society are more often recipients of psychiatric care than those of other 
claG se s. 'l'his Has borne out by Hollingshead and Redlich in the ~·Jeu Haven 
studies, in Hhich they found. that people :fro7:1 tbe lo•·rer classes tended 
to see their diff'icul ties as ::1edical probler::ts and sough-:. help on that 
level. The better educated Hhite collar and lJrofescional !:_;roups shoHed 
greater orie~1tc.tion to seek hellJ of the :rrore subtle nature that psy-
chiatric care L:uplies. 9 Anoti1er fe.ctor at uor~~ here is the nature of 
;roup thera:;y itself. As the treatnent of choice at the Clinic, all e.p-
9 August llollin~:sj1ead and Fredrick Redlich, Social Class and 
Illness, p. 336. 
plica.nts are prepared for entry into the z,ro:Jps in the process of di-
agnostic evaluation. It Hould seen that those patients liho bring to the 
Jlinic a higher level of functioning as reflected in their ni.;her level 
of education have the capacity for "voluntary effort ·:.:.o analy;:;e one 1 s 
troubles and conflicts, the desire to change, and Hillint:;ness not to 
"act out" "· 10 A...11 added di:::ension seen by Hollir:~;shead and Hedlich in 
the higher classes ;-ras their 11 knou hoi'J 11 in the process of ;:::aining the 
attention of and using experts. It was fow1d that practically all lower-
class neurotics soon dropl)ed out of treatment, i'Thile the feH i·fho redained 
'.·:ere unable to understand that their troubles were not physical ill-
nesses, and the~r lacked confidence in "talking treab1ent11 • 11 It is under-
stood, as uell, that greater capacity for verbalization and abstract 
thin::ing are joint requirements for the educational process and analytic 
TABLE 5 
RELATIVE DEGREE OF ETAC'E.JE3:3 OF F.!U-~ILY 
OF ORIGill 
Intactness Factor Distribution in Sa~ple 
------------------------------------------------·-------
Intact throughout Patient's Lif'e 16 
Intact until Patient Ace 15 14 
Broken before Patient Age 15 
ToJ.:.al 
1 ° Ibid , ? • 53 7 
11 Ioid, p. 340 
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Table 5 describes the relative degree of intactness of the patients' 
family of origin. The so-called 'broken-home' has long been studied as 
a prime factor in the etiology of neurotic symptoms, and would seem to 
have relationship to our sample in which we see that forty per cent of 
the patients experienced a major traucna before the patient was age 
fifteen. !J.lost often this meant the loss of one or both parents through 
death, divorce, or separation. Twenty-eight per cent, or fourteen 
rJatients, have experienced some break-up or loss of one or both parental 
figures after age fifteen. Sixty-eight per cent of the patients, then, 
have endured a major loss, and as a common factor this would appear to 
have some relevance to the development of emotional difficulties. 
TABLE 6 
PATIENT'S GE~"ERATION IN THE U1UTED STATES 
Generation Factor 
First Generation 
Second Generation 
Third Generation 
Distribution in Sample 
4 
19 
2]_ 
Total 50 
In Table 6 we see that fifty-four per cent of the patients are third 
generation, that is, they and their parents were born in this country. 
All but four of the remaining patients are second generation, that is, 
their parents are foreign-born but they themselves were born in the 
United States. Investigating the Education Factor as related to the first 
18 
generation patients (Appendix 0) we see that all these patients fall 
into the highest educated group. This suggests that, in our sample, 
stereotypes about first generation patients in terms of conflicts around 
areas of economic impoverishment may not apply. Sources of friction may 
be found, however, in the social mobility which demarcates successive 
generations. For social mobility implies the adoption of new values and 
standards and the leaving behind of those no longer acceptable. The con-
flict between the generations emerges on conscious and unconscious 
levels as the individual struggles toward ne'it goals '\'ihich may be outside 
those held by his family's value system. An example of an area of 
conflict between the generations would be the career choice of a second 
generation person which is viev;ed as impractical by his first generation 
parents. If parental approval is seen as a basic need, we can gain sooe 
understanding of the ambivalence \ihich colors the mobility of succeeding 
generations. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS 
Application of the chi-square test to the fifty-four correlations 
produced eleven relationships of a significant nature, with seven of 
these significant beyond the .05 level of probability. These were the 
relationship between Education and four Group Behavior Scales: Activity, 
Dominance, Attendance, and Involvement; the relationship between Family 
Intactness and the Attendance Factor; the relationship bebteen dominance 
of patient's own sex in his family and the Leader-Orientation Factor; 
and the Generation Factor as it related to 9atient 1 s Continuance in group 
therapy. Four relationships '\'tere significant at the .05-.10 level of 
probability. These were: the relationship bet'I"Teen Rank in Fa.mily and 
three Group Behavior Scales - Activity, Attendance, and Dominance; and 
the relationship of Family Intactness and the Dominance Factor. 
A discussion of these significant relationships follows with the 
pertinent tables included in the text. 
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TABLE 7 
RELATIOl~SHI? OF HIGH EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
TO ACTIVITY IN GROUP THERAPY 
Educational Level 3igh Activity Lot-~ Activity 
I-Iigh 
Education 
Lovl 
Education 
21 
note: x2 = 7 .)8; P= < .05 
TABLE 8 
P..ELATIOHSHIP OF SIGH EDUCATIOl-~AL LEVEL 
TO DmiUIAlWE n:: GP..OUP TH&~Y 
10 
13 
H=50 
Educational Level l-:igh Dominance Lo;·T Dominance 
""T • ~ n~gn 
Education 8 
Lou 
Education 7 12 
H=50 
21 
TABLE 9 
RELATIONSHIP OF HIGH EDUOATIQl.IAL LEVEL 
TO INVOLVEEENT IN GROUP THERAPY 
Educational Level High Involvement Low Involvement 
3igh 
Education 
Lovl 
Education 
20 
6 
Note: .5 • 26 ; p = < . 05 
TABLE 10 
RELATIONSHIP OF HIGH EDUCATIOnAL LEVEL 
TO ATTE:l:f.DA:NOE D·T GROUP TY..EitAPY 
11 
13 
Educational Level High Attendance Lo,·r Attendance 
High 
Education 
Loi·; 
Attendance 
2) 8 
6 12 
-------------·----
l~ote: .x2 = 7. 85; P = <. 05 
------------------------------------
22 
In examining our finding that higher educational level relates sig-
nificantly to four aspects of behavior in group therapy, as shown in 
Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11, it would seem important to investigate concomi-
tant aspects of the achievement of higher education. 
The decision to further one's education implies motivation, which 
for any individual may be self-imposed or culturally-instigated. If self-
imposed, we may surmise that an individual has some awareness of himself 
as incomplete in terms of readiness to fulfill his desired role in life. 
His aspirations may be socially, culturally, or economically inspired, 
but what is operative is the perception of a reality and his intent to 
master this. Helen Harris Perlman speaks of perceptiveness as an essential 
feature of intelligence, describing it as an ability to "see what is out-
side himself and also what is within him, and he sees both the connection 
and the difference between the two". 1 Removed from the purely intellec-
tual functioning requisite to the acquiring of advanced education, it is 
possible that the perception that moved a person to seek higher education 
operates in time of stress to motivate the patient to seek psychiatric 
help. This same capacity to~erceive" has relevance to the specific 
findings of this study, in which we see that these patients are more 
active, dominant, and involved in relation to their fellow group-members. 
Observing these ratings more closely in terms of their description on the 
1Helen Harris Perlman, Social Casework, p. 195. 
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1ating Scale (see Appendix B), we see that these ratings refer to the 
patient's degree of participation in the group and his relatedness to 
other t::roup members. Their participation, hot'lever, seems to be in the 
nature of an intellectual exercize as they explore, test out, and evalu-
ate the content of this group experience. ':Jhat is perhaps lackint;, as 
evidenced in the low correlation of the Relevance Factor to the Educa-
tion Factor (see Table 57) is a personal commitment to the therapeutic 
process. Hov~ever, what is evident is strength through verbalization. 
The ability to communicate is, like perception, concomitant '·rith higher 
intellectual capacity, but the quality of the co~~unication has diag-
nostic value. Used defensively, verbalizations serve as a smoke-screen 
to obscure the neurotic aspects of the personality and render them less 
accessible to treatment. Habitual patterns, then, symptomatic of 
emotional difficulties, evidence themselves in the.se patients' behavior 
in grou:J therapy. The capacity to communicate and to relate to group 
members, ho,·:ever, can be vie"red as a r.2easure of the ego strength avail-
able for the therapeutic process. 
Size of patient's family did not relate significantly to any of the 
Group Behavior Scales, but in relating this factor to the Education 
Factor as in Table 11 v1e observe that tHenty-two of the hi~h education 
group are from small faCJ.ilies (one to three children). ~le have suggested 
that motivation to further education may be self-imposed or culturally-
instigated, and in this context \'le may see that the size of the patient 1 s 
family of origin has some relevance to the degree of 'notivat.ion seen in 
these patie!1ts, s.s well as a clue to the derivation of this motivation. 
TABLE 11 
SIZE OF FA;>IILY A::D EDUCATI8~J 
.Size of Famil:.r 
to 3 children 
4 to 7 children 
8 to 11 children 
iXore~Tb..an 
High School 
22 
0 
Total 31 
Eizh 3chool 
7 
0 
Total 11 
Eig;h School 
0 
2 
In our sa·,:1ple He see that size of family has a direct relationship to 
the level of education attained. Bernard Rosen "'ri tcs: 
Studies • • • stron&)~r :Joint to the L1portance of 
fa&ily size as a variable affecting the socialization process 
in i·:a~,·s that are relevant to the development of achievement 
rc_otivation. In fact, vrhen CO'icparing small and larz,e familie.s, 
investigators tend to regard \·That "re have called achievement 
and independence trainin£ as amonc the more inmortant criteria 
differentiatin,s one tylJe of family from the other. 2 
Eis article continues with a discussion of the small fa;nily as a pla1n1ed 
unit ·.:hic£1 often seems organized around aspirations for the child 1 s 
develo::m1ent and future achieve;::ent, including an intense concern vi th his 
perforE;ance in school. 11 In time parental expectations beco:::ce interna-
lized., so that when later e:cposed to situations involvint_; standards of 
2;:;ernard Rosen, 11 Family Structure and Achievement :~otivation 11 , 
p. ?· 
25 
excellence the individual re-experiences the affect associated with his 
:>: 
earlier efforts to ;r.eet thern. 11 ..J 
Rosen's findings caution, houever, that any one demographic factor 
such as size of family of origin cannot stand alone. For 
~'ihile, in general, ;r.otivation scores decline as fa:c1ily 
size increases, the effect of family size ••• is much 
[reater at the upper-r:tiddle and lo11er class levels than at 
the lotler-rdddle and upper-lov:er class levels. Furt'i1ermore, 
the effect of bil·th or~er is intimately related to fa.:1ily 
size and social claso. 
~ith the limitations sug~ested above in mind, then, we sec that 
)atients h"ith high educational achievement lror~c in the group therapy 
situation to\·lard derivin.; so;c.e benefit fro:::1 the experience, and that this 
ca:)aci ty to '>Tork is a result of earlier conditioning to the attainment 
of goals set by a family enviro!TID.ent which values such achievements. 
The his;h correlation of advanced education l·ri th the Group 3ehavior .Scales 
of Activity, Dorninance, Involveuent, and Attendance affir:::J.s this theory. 
)Ibid., p. 1 
4r bid .• , :) • 19 
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TABLE 12 
RELATIONSEIP 0? RANK IN FAEILY TO 
ACTIVITY n: GROUP THERAPY 
Ordinal Position 
I-Iifl1 Ranl~ 
in Fru::..ily 
Loi~· Rank 
in Family 
Eirh Activity 
19 
5 
Lovr Activity 
11 
10 
lJote: x2 = 2.84; p =<.05-.10 !';=45 ( 1 only' children 
o::ri. tted) 
TABLE 15 
RSLATIOIJSEI? OF RK.;: It': FA.!c:ILY TO 
ATTEN'DAFCE E~ GROTJP THERAPY 
Ordinal Position 
I~Iigl1 Ra:nl-: 
in Fa.mil~r 
Lm·r Ran1c 
in Family 
v? 
.• r:..- 2.134; 
E~i;;:l1 Attendance LoN Attendance 
17 13 
4 11 
p = < .05-.10 E=45 ( 1 only 1 children 
OJ:litted) 
27 
;;:.;:=.,-.~-=..:-*-
i 
: ~ 
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TABLE 14 
RELATIONSHIP OF RAI'f.t< D.~ FAMILY TO 
INVOLVE!vlElll""r IN GROUP THERAPY 
Ordinal Position High Involvement Low Involvement 
High Rank 
in Family 19 11 
Low Rank 
in Family 
Note: x2 = 
5 
2. 84; p = < . 05 - • 1 0 
10 
N=45 ( 1 only' children 
omitted) 
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It 'l'till be noticed in Table 14, that only children were not included II 
II 
in the correlations involving ordinal position, the rationale for this 
being that rank in family implies the presence of siblings. 
When Rank in Family is correlated to the Group i3ehavior Rating 
Scales we find that Activity, Attendance, and Involvement Factors relate 
sisnificantly. 'rhese same factors were significant when correlated Ni th 
the Education Factor and Table 15 was prepared to investigate those 
patients who rank high in their families with their related educational 
level. 
====---------------------
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TABLE 15 
RANK IN FAMILY A1TD EDUCATION LEVEL 
Educational Level 
r-iore than 
High School 
High School 
Or less 
First and 
Second Children 
22 
8 
Younger 
5 
10 
In Table 15 we observe that twenty-two of our patients in the 
high-educated group rank first or second in their families of origin. 
These twenty-two patients represent eighty-one per cent of the high-edu-
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cated group coming from families of more than one child. i ;'/e have come to ' 
il 
II some understanding of why our more highly-educated patients respond to 
group therapy in specific ways (cf. pp. 18-19). i'li th the conjunction of !I 
I
! I 
the higher educated group with those who rank high in ordinal position in 
I 
their families our discussion of size of family in relation to achievement! 
motivation and behavior in group therapy has added relevance, for of the i] 
II 
thirty patients in the sample from multi-children families, seventy-three 1'1 
per cent are from small families of not more than two children (cf. Table I 
2). The inter-relatedness of demographic factors has been discussed as il 
II I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
well, which suggests that rank in family as an isolated factor is not as 
pertinent to our understanding of behavior in group therapy as is our 
awareness of the patient as a member of a family, bringing to therapy 
diverse stresses from all aspects of the constellation. 
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McArthur, in a study of the personalities of first and second children, II 
for example, found that first children tended to be adult-centered, 11 
II while second children were more oriented to their peers.5 It would ap-
pear that a more dynamic approach to both the fa~ily factors and the 
Group Behavior Rating Scale would be fruitful. This study, however, is 
II 
!; 
h !I 
n focussed on observing the objective relationship between the two indepen- i! 
jl 
dent variables, i.e. Family Factors and Behavior Factors. 
TABLE 16 
RELATIONSHIP OF PATIENT'S MEr•lBERSHIP D~ :MINORITY SEX 
GROUP D~ HIS FAMILY TO LEADER-ORIENTATION FACTOR 
Position of Patient 
Patient in 
l·iinori ty or 
Equal 
?atient in 
l>1ajority 
x2 = 5.50; P = (.o5 
High Leader-Orientation 
15 
8 
High Group-
Orientation 
6 
14 
N=45 ('only' children omitted, also 
two scores not available) 
Examination of the patient's position in his family in respect to 
his being a member of either the majority of his sex in his family or in 
the minority group, reveals that those patients who are in the minority 
5charles ~'IcArthur, 11 Personali ty of First and Second Children11 , 
Psychiatry Vol. 19, p. 52. 
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group, or v1here sexes are equal, display a significantly hig:h ( .05) 
correlation with the Leader-Orientation Factor on the Group Behavior 
Rating Scale. These patients tend to orient :more strongly tot1ard the 
group leader, and to be J:J.ore concerned ;·ri th hi:n than 1-l'i th the other group 
me;ubers. Table 16 sho>;s, as \·Tell, that patients who are in the majority 
sex in their families relate strongly to their felloN group-members. 
·:·fe knot'l that in the beginnings of group life all meilbers are con-
cerned with the therapist and invest him vrith a magical povrer to solve 
their problems. Breaking through the group's infantile need for leader-
ship, its need to be given to, constitutes the major part of the thera-
pist's work in the earlier stages of the therapeutic group. But such 
dependency may not be the crucial issue in the oatter of minority-sex 
patients t-lho sho1·1 high leader-orientation. One t'londers if 1·1hat is 
•·rorking here is once again a re-enacting of previous attitudes seen in 
the relationships in the primary family. i1e rnay speculate that minority-
sex patients experienced insufficient satisfactions from their position 
in their families and sought to identify 1'li th those in a position 11hich 
they perceived to be more satisfying. If' the focus of their identifica-
tions is the parental figure, as would seem to be the case, it may be 
that the parent emerges as the source of protection and approbation in 
the face of other siblings t'lho may have reinforced his sense of v!eakness 
or inferiority. Translating the therapist into the parental figure, 
these patients' ego's me.noever them into the shadovr of the protecting 
figure. 
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TABLE 17 
RELATIOlJSHIP OF FAl.fiLY INTACTNESS 
TO ATTENDAi'WE TI\ GROUP THERAPY 
D~gree of Intactness High Attendance 
Intact until 
Age 25 17 
Broken before 
Age 15 6 
l'{ote: x2 ' 3"' "+. 0; p = < .05 N 48 
TABLE 18 
RELATIONSHIP OF FA.:HLY INTACTl\ESS 
TO DOHINANCE m GROUP TP..ERAPY 
Degree of Intactness 
Intact until 
Age 15 
Broken before 
Age 15 
iligh Do::ninance 
6 
Hote: x2 5. 42; p = < . 05-. 10 
LO\'l Attendance 
11 
14 
(hro scores missing) 
1.3 
14 
In correlating the Degree of Fa.rdly Intactness ':Ti th the Behavior 
Ratinr:s, \.Je found that this family factor related in a significant ':Tay 
to tviO Behavior natin;ss, Attendance and Dominance. :-lore cpecifically, 
9atients \;'hose faadlies of origin uere intact tL'1.til at least age fifteen 
.32 
33 
are seen to respond to the group therapy situation i·ri th more conscientious 
attendance at meetings, and in the 2Jleetings they tended to dor:::cinate 
others, to set the tone of the meeting, initiate topics of discussion, 
etc. Gordon Earnil ton reco,r;:nizes the family as the 11 best :place to learn 
to love, to be loved., to accept one:5elf and others, and to v;or:c out 
proble:ns of aggression, rivalry, dependency, and submission 11 .0 Thus it 
t·:ould seem that those patients 1-rho have had the opportunity to e':perience 
a continuity of fa;nily life have established better patterns of dealing; 
vri th conflicts rising out of this primary grou~;. 1'hese patterns carry 
over into later group associations, and tvhile the nature of the inter-
action may reflect neurotic patterns, the ~Jrior experience starlds the 
pe.tient in e;ood stead. Certain dynanic elements derived from e1.:1.rly life 
experiences operate in positive and ne[ative ways to ~otiv~to ryatients 
to interact in the therapy groU}J according to their oun life st:yle. 
trus"c, for e::ample, derived fro::a. e:~pectations having been satisfieG. by 
parental or .?arenJc-surro,:;ate fig:ures in the early years, serves to 
stren:·then the ego to the end that the _?atient ~s ut least uilling to 
enter upon nevi experiences ancl test the~;: out. S~ared the tra:.lzn.a of the 
loss or se?aration frou one or both parents, the patient builds a 
reservoir of security, a source of inner supplies available in time of 
crisis. 
6Gordon Hamil ton, _'!'_tleory and Practice in Social 0_!!-_~.~n·;ork, p. 96 
-=+--
Eril;:son ex;Jresses it \·lell 't'rhen he says, 11 the sense of e£:o identity, 
then, is the accrued confidence that the inner sac:0.eness and continuity 
are r:1atched by the sar;:.ene ss and cor..tinui ty of one 1 s ueaninL: for 
0 -'-her"' n7 ............ .;.I ••• 
Conversely, early disap.:_:>ointDents and frustrations that folloi'l dis-
solution of family ties have the effect of buildin:::.: an ego that i·rards 
off a re~)etition of these conflicts in later life e;:perience by avoid-
ins invol ve::1ents that tlu·ea.ten a repetition of the early disappointments •8 
Uillin::;ness to participate in the thera:_Jeutic endeavor, overtly by 
entering into the ;:;ive and take of ~rou;_J discusaion, and sore subtly by 
conscientious attendance, *' -.Den, are seen to be ::-;;.anifestations in the 
l)atien.t of sor:.1e trust and confidence in himself and others, built u~; by 
the fortuitous circu:::J.stance of an intact family circle for an extended 
period of his early years. 
7Eri 1-· Erikson, Childhood and Society, ?· 225. 
6roid:, ~J. 221. 
TABLE 19 
RELATIONS:J:IP OF PATIE:7T 1 3 GEl:ERATIOX 
IE Tr::E UlHTED STATES TO co::rTEUA'1'I0i{ 
IE GROUP 'l'HERAPY 
Generation Continued Discontinued 
Third 
r. + • u-enera ... J.on 21 / G 
First or 
Second Generation 11 12 
Eote: ::2 4.8~; p =-<..05 ;~=50 
There appears to be a significant relationshi~J betHeen the 
Generation Factor and the :)o.tient 1 s continuation in group thera:9y. 
Fifty-four per cent of the sa::c~/le are third ,sencration or over i::1 ti1e 
United 3tates, and of these ;·re see that seventy-eir;l.1t per cent continue 
in tJ.1erapy. Of first and second ;::eneration ;Jatients tve observe that 
only forty-seve:1 per cent rer:1ain in the groups. In the li::::;ht of our 
earlier discussion in ivhich reference \i'as made to the Hollin[jhead and 
Redlich studies in 1·rhicJ.1 lo-v;er class ~)atients ,,:ere seen to drop out of 
treatment more readily than upper class patients (see p. 16), and tiith 
our :mm·rled,se that succeeding t;enerations tend to be up1omrdly mobile, 
the significant relationship behreen the Generation Factor and Continua-
tion in s;rou:J therapy 'l'rould seem to reflect the :::tiddle-class upl·J2.rdly 
:nobile status of these third ceneration patientc. In tneir con-
tinuance in .;roup theral-':':" ~.:e see a readiness to i·ror>: on t:1eir problems 
35 
-ck-
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on a higher level, i.e. psychiatric treatne~t, i'lhile lees :":lobilc classes 
tend to utilize organic treat·:nent. 
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CJ:rAPTER V 
STJ},IT.:ARY A::::D CO~:OLUSIOHS 
This thesin is a lJilot .:;tudy Hhich seeks to investigate ho'\'1' certain 
objective factors in a patient's backgro~~d may relate to his behavior 
in .:;roup therapy. Utilizing; t>to sources of pri:nary data derived fro;:~: 
;Jatients in ;roup psychotherapy at an out-patient psychiatric clinic, 
c. statistical instrtunent, t}J.e Chi Square, is ap:Jlied to combinations of 
these factors to :neasure the significance of the relationshic.J, if any. 
The sac:1ple consists of fifty patients. One source of data is Group 
.behavior RatinE; Scores ithich ;-:ere gathered as part of a:1 on-going re-
search :,>reject at the clinic denonsJ.:.rating the broad application of 
,sroup therapy in a col::.1!"nU11.i ty r10spi tal. The other source of data is the 
case record face-sheets on the saue sa:;:ple from \thich six objective 
backcround factors Here extracted for use in this study. 
~·J'e have found that five objective factors in the patient's back-
E_;round have a d.:;nifica~1t relo.tionship to six specific kind,:; of behavior 
in the thera~JY [roup. Educational level 'I'Tas seen to be the nost rele-
vant factor, i·Jith those pr,tiento in the hif;hest educational grouy (above 
J.1i.;h school) correlatins significantly \·lith the Group Behavior RatinG 
Scales of Activity, Dominance, Attendance and Involve::1ent. This is 
interpreted to sten fror;1 sone of the components implicit in the seeking 
of higher education, such as J.1eightened degrees of perception and h:!.::;her 
verbal capacity. Further e::a::::ination of the sample revealed tho.t over 
seventy pe1· cent of the high education group >·wre frm:: small fanil ie s. 
~7 /• 
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, Eig:h achicveLilent motivation, seen as a co;·.1ponent of Si:lall-fa::nily upbring-! 
in[;, is felt to operate for these patients in the \\'ark of grou:J therapy 
as i·;ell as in the attainment of higher education. 
?atients 1 ordinal position in his fa;nily of origin '·ms studied, 
and. it •,;as round that those patients \·rho 11ere first or second children 
sho>'led a significant correlation ,.;i th three Group 2ehavior ::\ating 
Scales; Activity, Attendance, o.nd Involvement. Further analysis of the 
san:ple revealed that seventy per cent of these ;_Jatients 1·rho i'Tere first 
and second c!1ildren fell into the hi~;~1 education group. 
In this sa::nple, therefore, hic;h ordinal position and l:i~~h educa-
tional level coincided. The three "Sehavior P.atin;s Scales of Activit:.r, 
Attendance, and Involvement correlated sig~nificantly to these tvro 
fc..mil:.r factors (ordinal position and educational level) as i-rell, point-
in: up the inter-relatedness of demographic factors. 
Those patients ':Tho Here in the r1inori ty se;~ [,:roup in ti1eir 
fa-::ilies related si;:;nificantly to the Leader-Orientation Factor in grou~ 
thera;:::y, as contrasted >-Ii th those patients i'lho 't"rere ir: the 1:12.jori ty se:: 
in their fa.::~:ilies. ':::'l1e latter uere seen to hav-e a hiz:;:ncr t;roup-
orie11tation. ~·~~e vie1·:ed the :ninori t~r sex c;rot.lp 1 s behavior as deri vi11,; 
fran habitual ;_:;at'c.erns of iden~i:t'yin[ idth supportive figures, uhile 
majority-sex }atients 1 behavior was seen to reflect earlier satisfaction 
Those patients 1-rhose fanilies uere intact t.mtil c..t least s.r;e 
1: fif'teen uere :'ound to correlate si~nificantly uith t'1o Grou0 Echavior 
i ~
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Ratin6 Scales, Dominance and Attendance. It is :Celt thO..t the absence 
of a najol~ trau:::.1a in the facnily structure serves as a reservoir of 
stror:,r_:;th uhich enables t~1ese ~Jatients to partici?ate actively and con-
scientiously in the srot<p. 
Finally, it 'm:ts noted that third generation l)atients tended to 
continue in treatment at a higher rate than first or second 0eneration 
_;Jatients. :'lith the Generation Factor, as "'ell as the other F8Llily 
Factors studied, it uas felt that specific evidence as to social class 
ai1d mobility rrould have strengthened the conclusions dravm froc:a the 
si.s;nifica:.1.t correlations. ~Je have had to L1ply fro1:1 the evide.rlCe at 
hand, chiefly the hiz:h educational level of tb.e saT'.l~)le and ti1.e larf~e 
')ercentage fro::J. snall fa-.1ilies, that this sc..:r:-.ple is, in ti1e :c1ain, ::~iddle 
class and upuardly mobile. In correlation of the third :enera-
studieG i'" '\1hich the 2iddle and upper classes ':;ere seer~ -t.o have so~'1e 
value and ttnd.erstandin;,:; of p3ychiatric treat::!ent, and ~1ere found to 
continue in treatment, in contrast to lo'l'rer class patients i:!~lO ~.:.ended 
to C.rOl)-out and. see~: hel? c"-t an orc;anic level. 
Al t:1ough Size of Fanil;T of Origin did not correl:xte si;-:;nifica:1tly 
1dth t>.ny of t;1e Group ;.:;e~1a-.rior Hating Scales, it 1·1as founci to be in-
ti mD.tel:r related to the Education and Ordinal Position Factors. 
Indirectly, then, 8i::;e of Fe..:;-.:ily is vie1-:ed as a significant fac:.il:' factor. 
Of the Grou:; Behavior Hatin:::_: 3cales studied, Helevance, Hostility-
Friendliness, and Cohesiveness did not dis?lay e.ir sic:~nificant rela-
4o 
tionshir) ui th an:; oi' the family factors. 
'l'l1is thesis has attempted to viei'r objecti'fe f'e-.r:.:ily factors as they 
relate to specific :-:iy:cis of oeho.vior in ;:;rou:; thera:)y. ',!bile signifi-
co.nt relationshi:)s bc.ve oeen found, it is felt that o. further refine:c:J.ent 
of' the f'a:::.il~r factors in the areas of social clo.ss and mobilH.y , .. ·oultl 
allow for greater clarification of these relationshi?S• It lS felt, 
finally, that fttrJ.ily factors do not lend tnewselves readily to isolation 
fror:1 the dynamic com})Onen'z,s of the individual personality structm·es 
APPEl-i'D IY,ES 
APPENDIX A 
FACE-SHEET 
Date Case No. 
Na~e ______________________________________________ Referred by ____________ _ 
Address __________________________________________ Telephone No. __________ _ 
Age ____ Sex S M D ltl SEP. Religion Net Income -----------~ ----------
Nearest Relative Debts 
---------------------------------------- ------------
Date of last physical _______________________________________ Fee __________ _ 
Date of birth Place of birth 
--------------------------- ~-------------------
Education __________________________________________________________________ __ 
Place of employment ____________________________ Occupation. ________________ _ 
Living arrangements ______________________________________________________ _ 
Parents Name Relig. Age Place of birth Occ. .:isc. 
·----- ~------·-
Step or foster 
---------
-----------· ,., __ _ 
lJarne Relig. Age Education Occupation 
1. 
---------
2. 
-------- -·---~- -------- --- -~-------- ------
3. 
~--~---- -- ---·------
Suo use 
-""-'--
------- -·-·-- -----·--·-- ------- ---
Date of f-iarriage 
--- ---·----~--~-------------------
Children 1. Date of birth 
--------------~---------
2. 
------
. rr- ----
41 
Children 2. 
). 
4. 
"' 
-------
------------------
- ~-,·-~-· -~--~--
-- ···~--·=,~~~~r ···•"~"'""""""""--
APPEiiDIX A 
continued 
Date of birth 
------- ~------------------
---------------------------
/• ______________________________ _ 
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APPENDIX B 
GROUP BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 
1. Activit~: In the group, how active is the patient, how prominent in 
the lif'e of the group? Consider primarily amount and 
intensity of' participation of all kinds. 
2 :z. 4 5 6 7 ./ I 
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Active active inactive inactive 
2. F.elevance: How involved is this patient in the group's therapeutic 
activity? 
2 ., 5 0 7 ./ 
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Relevant relevant irrelevant irrelevant 
). Dominance: How much does this patient dominate others, set the tone 
of the meeting;, control other patients, determine the 
course of discussion, etc.? 
1 2 :z. 5 6 7 ./ 
Very Soc,1e1-1hat Somewhat Very 
Dominant dominant submissive submissive 
4. Attendance: How regular and prompt is the patient's attendance? 
1 2 5 l:; c 7 ./ 
At almost every Fairly good Very 
meeting, on time attendance irregular 
5. Leader-Orientation: To what extent is this patient oriented toward 
and concerned with the leader, as against other 
patients? 
1 2 3 5 b 7 
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
leader- leader- group- group-
oriented oriented oriented oriented 
6. Hostility-Friendliness: In relating to others in the group, is this 
patient primarily more hostile or more 
friendly? 
1 
Very 
Friendly 
2 3 
Somewhat 
friendly 
5 
Somewhat 
hostile 
7 
Very 
hostile 
7. Cohesiveness: Overall, is this patient more a cohesive or a dis-
ruptive force? 
1 2 3 ;::; 7 ./ 
Very Somewhat Some'l'<hat Very 
Cohesive cohesive disruptive disruptive 
8. Involvement: To what extent is this patient emotionally involved 
\"lith other group members? 
1 2 3 5 7 
Deeply Somewhat Somewhat Very 
involved involved uninvolved uninvolved 
APPEN"DIX ,., 'J 
NUHERICAL DE30RIPTim: OF SAJVJ>L; 
RELATED 
--·--... ......--~ 
~ 
·~ 
rx.. 
+' tH 
s:: 0 Q) 
·rl Q) 
+' N 
~ ·rl 0) 
1 • ;I) / 
2. 5 
). ~. / 
__ .. 
4. 3 
5- 2 
6. 1 
7. 1 
8. 4 
c 
~ Q) c ~ 
·g Q) '0 H ~ (\j '0 ·rl 
rx.. ~ ~C:: 
•H 0 
c .c: 
•H 0 (l) 
~ 
~ (l) m s:: ~ 
(\j (\j (i} 
p:; ~~ rx.. :-1 
2 1 
2 1 4 
1 1 2 
1 2 1 
0 2 
1 0 1 
0 1 
2 4 0 
Key to 
Intactness 
Factor. 
c: 
0 
·rl 
+' 
C\1 
0 
::J 
'0 
r:£1 
+5 
+4 
+2 
h.s. 
h.s. 
+l 
+3 
h.s. 
AND 
GROUP BEHAVIOR RATING SCORE3 
--· ~--...----- s-· 
+' 
.J-1 
,-! 
c •rl [I) 0 +' [I) 
·rl U) (l) 
·P 0 
c (jj 'T: 
+" ~ I 0 ~·-i [I) [I) 
til (!) [I) ({) +' Q) 
+' § Q) ·rl Q) Q) c: 0 s:: Q) Q) 0 H c s:: ~ s:: H ·H ~ 0 0 s:: 0 ·rl () Cil 
+' +' c s:: (\j I r-1 :> Q) ::J 
.!:? (1j ·rl (\j (\j 'P. ~ '0 ·rl :> s:: ;._, :> :> 
.s (l) c [I) .--! ·r-1 •H Q) ·rl Q) Q) '0 Q) m 0 +" ~ c +' ~ ~ +' co .J-1 .C :> s:: (\j Q) 0 Q) 0 +' 3 ·'-' 0 s:: 0 rx.. d <( p:; q ~ 
""" 
0 H 0 
1* ~ I 3 2 2 1 5 :;;:; 5 l ~. ) / / 
-~--· -----·..-~·-----·-
2 I 1 " 1 2 / 2 1 7 L 0 
... .._ ...... __ ~ ~-'--·- ~-------- .,.,... _____ 
1 2 I 5 1 4 t; z ;;; 4 1 / / / 
30 2 I 2 4 1 7. 2 2 7, 1 / / / 
_ __....,,.,.,.._ ____ 
;;:, 3 I 7 4 6 4 l· 4 :<'. 3 1 / t .) 
2+ 5 I 6 4 / 4 4 4 5 7 1 0 
,....,. ............. _______ ~~· 
2 1 I 1 5 1 2 ') <- 5 0 4 
,., 3 I 5 ;;:, 4 1 4 
"' 
4 4 c::. / / 
*1 =intact throughout patient's life. 
+2 intact until age 15. 
o;; = broken before age 15. 
7 
.l 
! 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
25. 
24. 
4 
4 
1 
6 
'i 
" 
4 
2 
3 
11 
2 
5 
2 
4 
7 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
11 
1 
4 
1 
1 
7 
1 
0 1 h.s. 1 
4 0 +5 3 
2 2 +2 5 
0 1 +4 2 
2 4 +4 2 
0 3 +2 1 
3 1 -4 3 
0 2 +6 1 
1 2 +3 1 
5 6 -2 2 
1 1 +5 1 
3 2 -4 3 
2 0 h.s. 3 
1 3 h.s. 2 
5 2 +3 3 
0 2 h. s. 1 
4c 
2 I 3 2 3 1 k 2 2 1 7 / 
3 I 2 1 2 1 3 3 2 1 
1 I 5 2 >; 5 4 3 2 3 1 / 
2 I 1 4 1 1 2 5 7 7 7 
2 I 6 6 3 3 1 6 6 7 1 
3 I 2 2 3 1 3 3 4 3 1 
2 I 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 
3 I 2 1 3 1 4 3 2 2 1 
3 I 1 1 2 1 3 4 4 2 1 
3 I 6 5 4 5 4 5 4 :~; 1 
5 I 6 5 6 1 4 5 4 5 1 
5 I 5 3 5 3 2 3 3 5 1 
3 I 4 6 6 5 4 5 6 6 7 
3 I 3 2 5 1 4 5 (j 6 7 
2 I 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 5 
2 I 5 4 6 4 4 4 7 7 
25. 2 1 1 h.s. 3 3 I 3 5 3 1 2 4 3 2 1 
26. 2 2 0 2 +5 3 2 I 1 2 1 4 2 5 4 4 1 
27. 5 2 1 4 h. s. 2 I 6 5 5 7 4 4 6 5 7 
28. 1 1 0 +3 2 3 I 7 5 6 2 3 3 3 3 1 
29. 2 1 1 1 +2 2 3 I 1 2 3 2 5 5 7 
30. 2 2 0 2 +1 2 I 5 5 5 4 2 5 0 7 7 
51. 2 2 0 2 1 I 1 6 2 5 2 5 6 7 
)2. 2 1 1 1 3 3 I 1 6 1 3 1 6 5 5 7 
5 4 1 -4 3 2 I 5 4 7 6 4 4 5 1 
34. 4 5 2 2 h.s. 1 3 I 3 2 , 4 3 5 2 6 1 
35. 2 2 1 1 1 3 I 2 2 2 5 2 2 2 1 
36. 5 2 1 1 I 3 5 3 5 1 / 0 5 7 2 +2 2 
57. 10 9 4 6 -3 2 5 I 5 3 5 4 2 5 5 6 1 
38. 7 5 3 4 -5 2 2 I 5 3 6 4 4 2 5 1 
5 2 2 +2 1 5 I 2 2 4 1 5 2 2 2 1 
4o. 2 1 0 2 1 2 I 1 2 2 1 5 5 2 1 
48 
41. 2 1 1 1 +2 3 2 I 4 5 6 1 5 4 3 5 1 
42. 5 5 2 1 h.s. ;; 3 I 3 2 7 5 4 4 5 7 7 __. 
43. 2 2 2 0 +4 5 2 I 3 2 3 1 2 5 6 / () 1 
44. 5 4 3 2 -3 3 2 I 6 5 / 6 1 4 4 :::; 7 b / 
45. / 6 :;;: 3 -4 3 2 I 7 6 6 7 1 4 4 7 -( IJ ./ 
46. 2 1 1 1 +7 2 3 I 1 1 3 1 6 1 1 2 1 
47. 4 2 2 2 +6 1 3 I 1 2 4 1 3 2 1 1 
48. 4 3 3 1 +4 1 5 I 2 1 2 2 2 5 4 1 1 
49. 6 5 5 2 +5 3 3 I 5 2 5 1 / 1 1 1 1 () 
50. 2 2 1 1 +4 2 3 I 6 5 4 1 2 3 6 2 7 
APPENDIX D 
CORRELATIONS BET~/EEN FAI.1ILY FACTORS AND 
GROUP THERAPY BEP~VIOR FACTORS 
TABLE 20 
GROUP A 
SIZE OF FAMILY 
TABLE 21 
SIZE OF FAlHLY AND 
ACTIVITY FACTOR 
SIZE OF FAHILY AND 
RELEVANCE FACTOR 
Small 
Fanily 
Large 
Family 
High 
Activity 
1) 
14 
Low 
Activity 
9 
14 
l'T=50 
Small 
Family 
Large 
Family 
TABLE 22 
SIZE OF FAiHLY AND 
Dm!IN!u''WE FACTOR 
High Low 
High 
Relevance 
10 
20 
Dominance Dominance 
Small 
Family 15 9 
Lare;e 
Family 10 18 
N=50 
Low 
Relevance 
12 
7 
q 
Small 
Famil;.r 
Lar;;e 
Family 
TABLE 23 
SIZE OF FAMILY AliD 
ATTENDANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Attendance Attendance 
12 10 
14 17 
N=50 
TABLE 25 
SIZE OF FAI•IILY AND 
HOSTILITY-FRIE1\Tl)LmESS 
High Loiv 
Friendliness Friendliness 
Small 
Family 9 13 
Large 
Family 13 15 
I·J=50 
TABLE 27 
SIZE OF FA!·ULY AND 
INVOLVEl:lENT FACTOR 
High LovT 
Involvement Involvement 
Small 
Family 14 15 
Large 
Family 8 13 
IY=50 
TABLE 24 
SIZE OF FAMILY AND 
LEADER ORIENTATION FACTOR 
Small 
Family 
Large 
Family 
High 
Ldr-Ortn 
13 
13 
TABLE 26 
LOi\T 
Ldr-Ortn 
8 
14 
SIZE OF FA;·,ULY AND 
COHESIVENESS FACTOR 
High Lol'r 
Cohesiveness Cohesiveness 
Small 
Family 9 13 
Large 
Family 13 15 
N=50 
TABLE 28 
SIZE OF FA.:.ULY AND 
OONTINUA.IJCE l:''AOTOR 
High Low 
Continuance Continuance 
Small 
Family 17 12 
Large 
Fa.-rnily 15 6 
~'T-50 H-
50 
,, 
! 
~= ' 
TABLE 29 
GROUP B 
RAHX m FAHILY 
(ORDINAL POSI'i'ION) 
RA:HC IN FAf.iiLY AND ACTIVITY 
FACTOR 
High 
Rank 
Lovr 
Rank 
High 
Activity 
19 
5 
Lovl 
Activity 
11 
10 
TABLE 31 
Rank 
Low 
Rank 
RAl'JK IN F AHIL Y AND 
DOMDJANCE FACTOR 
riigh Lo\-1 
TABLE 30 
RANK IN FM-iiLY AND 
RELEVANCE FACTOR 
High 
Relevance 
15 
6 
Lo'l'r 
Relevance 
15 
9 
Dominance Dominance 
P...igh 
Rank 15 15 
LO\i 
Rank 4 11 
N=45 
** 1 0nly 1 children omitted. 
51 
TABLE 32 
RAlTX H~ FAHILY AND 
ATTEl.JDAi'fCE FACTOR 
High Lovl 
Attendance Attendance 
Hii;;h 
Rank 17 13 
Low 
Rank 4 11 
N=45 
TABLE 34 
RANK IN F A1HLY Ai'JD 
i-IOSTILITY-FRIE~IDLii'·fESS 
Iiicl1 
Rank 
LON' 
Ranl: 
High Lo1·r 
Friendliness ?riend-
liness 
1:) 1"' 
./ 
-· 0 9 
TABLE 53 
RANK IN F A1.ULY AND 
LEADER-OR IEr·IT AT ION FACTOR 
Loi'l High 
Ldr-Or 1t'n Ldr-Or 1 t 'n 
High 
:::tant::: 16 13 
Lo\v 
Rank 8 6 
l·T=45 
TABLE 55 
RANK IN F'AHILY Alill 
COnES IVEI;-E.SS FACTO~ 
'!' ... , 
ra.;n 
Ra.nl: 
Lo\-1 
Rank 
nigh 
Cohesive-
ness 
1_3 
7 
Lo1·r 
Co!1esive-
ness 
____________ X_=-4~5----------------------------------~1=4~ 
TA3LE 36 
RAI~1C IN FAMILY AND 
INVOLVENENT FACTOR 
Ei,r:::h Lo\-1 
Eir;h 
Rank 
Involvement Invol vc::cent 
19 11 
) 10 
TABLE 37 
RANK IN FAl·!ILY AND 
CONTINUAl-iCE FACTOR 
Ei[h Lo1-r 
High· 
Rank 
Lo'I'T 
Rank 
Continuance Continuance 
11 
11 4 
52 
q 
TABLE 33 
INTACT:JESS &m 
ACTIVITY FACTOR 
Hi.~h 
GROUP C 
IJ:'l"T ACT NESS OF F Al'IILY 
(miTIL AGE 15) 
Lo•·r 
TABLE 39 
HIT'ACTNESS AlW 
HELEVAECE FACTOR 
IIiil:h Lo\-r 
... 
Activity Activity Relevance He levance 
Intact 
Broken 
19 
a 
u 
Intact 
Broken 
11 Intact 
12 3roken 
F=50 
TABLE 4o 
INT ACTITESS AND 
DOHmAI'WE FACTOR 
l-IiE;h 
Do;uinance 
LOll 
Dominance 
13 
6 14 
------------------------·- ~~=50 
10 / 11 
10 10 
:J=50 
53 
TABLE 41 
IHTACTHESS AND 
ATTENDATJCE FACTOR 
Eigh Lo1·1 
Attendance Attendance 
Intact 
Broken 
17 
p 
u 
TABLE 43 
IH'l'ACTNE3S AFrD 
HOSTILITY-FRIEEDLINESS 
11 
14 
Lou 
Fr 1ndlin1 s 
Intact 15 
Broken 9 
TABLE lr.5 
HTT ACTimss AND 
ItfvOLVEl-:E:IT FACTOR 
High Lo\1 
14 
12 
lT=50 
Invol ve1::ent Involvement 
Intact 15 15 
Broken 7 13 
N=50 
Intact 
Broken 
Intact 
Broken 
Intact 
Broken 
TABLE 42 
INTACTNESS AND 
LEADER-ORIENTA'riOF FAC'l'OR 
High Low 
Ldr-Or 1ntat 1 n Ldr-
Or1ntat'n 
14 
12 
TABLE 44 
INTACTf.TESS Al'ffi 
COHESIVErlESS 
High Lo,.; 
7 
IJ=50 
Cohesiveness Cohesive-
ness 
12 18 
10 10 
TABLE 46 
DIT ACTl~ESS AND 
COIITINUA?TCE FACTOR 
Eigh Low 
Continuance Continuance 
20 10 
12 " 0 
N=50 
TABLE 47 
SEX FACTOR AND 
ACTIVITY FACTOR 
High Lo'l'r 
GROUP D 
PATIENT'S POSITIOH IN 
FAl.fiLY BY SEX DISTRIBUTIOn 
TABLE 48 
SEX FACTOR AND 
RELEVAHCE FACTOR 
High Loi'r 
Activity Activity Relevance Relevance 
:.:ajority 13 
>i:inority 
or Equal 11 
11 
10 
Eajority 
I.:inority 
or Equal 
N=50 
TABLE 49 
SEX FACTOR AND 
DOi-iTI'!"ANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
12 
9 
Do~inance Dominance 
I.fajority 
;,finori ty 
or Equal 
14 
9 
15 
12 
N=50 
12 
12 
N=50 
55 
'J.'ABLE 50 
SEX FACTOR AND 
ATTE~IDAl~CE FACTOR 
High Low 
Attendance Attendance 
12 12 
:-1inori ty 
or Equal 
TABLE 52 
15 
SEX FACTOR AllD HOSTILITY-
FRIENDLUJESS FACTOR 
8 
Hig:h Lo1-1 
Friendliness Friendliness 
Majority 
l·Iinori ty 
or Equal 
12 
9 
TABLE 54 
SEX FACTOR A2ID 
IlNOLVEl-iENT FACTOR 
High 
Involvement 
Eajority 10 
:.linori ty 
or Equal 10 
12 
12 
N=50 
Lovr 
Involvement 
13 
11 
N=50 
TABLE 51 
SEX FACTOR ill~ LEADER-
ORIENTATIOl'! FACTOR 
i-lajori ty 
r·linority 
or Equal 
High Lo1·1 
Orientation Orientation 
8 14 
15 6 
IT=50 
TABLE 53 
SEX FACTOR A1·ID 
COHESIVENESS 
l:!ajori ty 
fiiinority 
or Equal 
High Lo'I'J 
Cohesiveness Cohesive-
ness 
10 14 
10 11 
N=50 
TABLE 55 
SEX FACTOR AND 
CONTilWANCE FACTOR 
High LovT 
Continuance Continu-
ance 
Hajority 15 " 0 
l·1inority 
or Equal 12 ,., 0 
~'T=50 
56 
~fore 
High 
High 
TABLE 56 
EDUCATION FACTOR .AJ.\TD 
ACTIVITY FACTOR 
High Loi'l 
GROUP E 
EDUCATION 
Activity Activity 
than 
School 21 10 
School 
TABLE 57 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
RELEVANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Relevance Relevance 
il:!ore than 
High School 11 14 
High School 
or Less 6 15 or Less 5 14 
N=50 
TABLE 58 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
DOMINANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Dominance Dominance 
Hore than 
High School 
Less than 
High School 
25 
7 
8 
12 
N=50 
N=50 
57 
·' 
' 
TABLE 59 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
ATTE.i:'ID.ANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Attendance Attendance 
l'1ore than 
High School 
High School 
or Less 
23 
6 
TABLE 61 
8 
12 
EDUCATION FACTOR ru1.D 
HOSTILITY-FRIENDLINESS 
High Lorl 
N=50 
Friendliness Friendliness 
More than 
High School 
High School 
or Less 6 
TABLE 65 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
TI'ifVOLVE!viEI.fT FACTOR 
High Lo>'l 
14 
13 
N=50 
Involvement Involvement 
Hore than 
E-iigh School 
High School 
or Less 
20 
6 
11 
15 
N=50 
TABLE 60 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
LEADER-ORIENTA:1ION FACTOR 
High Low 
Orientation Orientation 
i-1ore than 
High School 
High School 
or Less 
18 
8 
TABLE 62 
EDUCATION FACTOR ~~ID 
COHESIVENESS FACTOR 
High Low 
11 
9 
N=50 
Cohesiveness Cohesive-
ness 
Hore than 
High School 14 
High School 
or Less 8 
TABLE 64 
EDUCATION FACTOR AND 
CON'l' INUAT ION F ACJr JR 
17 
11 
High LO'I'l 
N=50 
Continuance Continuance 
More than 
High School 22 9 
High School 
or Less 10 9 
N=50 
58 
TABLE 65 
GROUP F 
GENERATION FACTOR 
TABLE 66 
GENERATION FACTOR lJID 
AC'riVITY FACTOR 
GE:N"ERATIOH FACTOR AND 
RELEVANCE FACTOR 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 
,3rd 
Generation 
High 
Activity 
11 
16 
LO\i 
Activity 
12 
11 
N=50 
TABLE 67 
1st or 2nd 
Hi3;h 
Relevance 
Generation 8 
;ird 
Generation 14 
GENERATION FACTOR Af.lD 
DOl:iTIJA:tTCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Dominance Dominance 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 10 13 
,3rd 
Generation 13 14 
N=50 
Low 
Relevance 
15 
13 
N=50 
59 
.. 
TABLE 63 
GENERATION FACTOR Arm 
ATTENDANCE FACTOR 
High Low 
Attendance Attendance 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 9 14 
)rd 
Generation 16 11 
TABLE 70 
GENERATION FACTOR AND 
HOSTILITY-FRIE~IDLINESS 
High Low 
N=50 
Friendliness Friendliness 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 10 13 
5rd 
Generation 15 14 
TABLE 72 
GE?illHATION FACTOR AND 
INVOLVElc:Er1T FACTOR 
High Lovr 
N=50 
Involvement Involvement 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 9 15 
3rd 
Generation 16 11 N=50 
TABLE 69 
GEJ\TERAT I ON F ACTC>R AND 
LEADER- ORIEN'l'AT ION FACTOR 
High Low 
Orientation Orienta-
tion 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 13 12 
)rd 
Generation 14 12 
TABLE 71 
GENERATION FACTOR AED 
COHESIVENESS FACTOR 
N=50 
High LO\i 
Cohesiveness Cohesive-
ness 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 9 14 
.3rd 
Generation 1) 14 
H=50 
TABLE 75 
GE~illRA.TION FACTOR Aiill 
CONTIHUATION FACTOH 
1st or 2nd 
Generation 
3rd 
G-eneration 
- --~ ·-~· ·- ·-·-
-· 
'~>-
High Lo1-r 
Continuation Continua-
tion 
11 12 
21 6 1~=50 
60 
.. 
APPEKDIX E 
SUl.iil.tlARY OF FINDINGS 
BEHAVIOR FACTORS 
1 • 2. ). 4. 
FA1HLY 
FAC':i:'ORS 
1 • 
2. 
). 
4. 
5· 
•' 
o. 
~ G) Q) Q) () 0 () 
">! s:: s:: s:: ~ ~ CIS ..... 'g +' • ·a () r-i ., 
< ~ 0 +' A +' 
< Size of 
Far.ri.ly 
"" 
':J' X •"- ... 
~ank in 
Fa.raily 2.84* X -.:1" 2.EA* 
·'-
Se:~ 
Factor A X ··r ... .. 
Family 
Intactness X ., ).42* 4.)0+ 
""" 
Education 7.)G+ )~ 6.16+ 7 .<35+ 
Generation 
in u.s. v y X X .A .. 
iCey: * .05-.10 level of significance 
+ = .05 level of significance 
X = no significant correlation 
5. 
s:: 
0 
.... 
~ 
+' I c: 
... G) 
-81! !0 
.X 
,. 
A 
5.)0+ 
" .. 
\? 
,{;, 
X 
'';.---;--~ ~~--~ .. :~. ·- -~ -·· ·- .... , 
61 
, 
() o. ,>< : . v. /. 
I 
Ul V) 
~~ II.) +' G) ~ s:: 0 S::•n I s:: ·n .-1 ~ CIS .-1 •n Q) e 'd+' ..... I> s:: II.) Ul .-1 .... 
eo Q) g +' 
·£:! ti:: ..c: c: 0 s:: 0 
IZ.. u H t.:l 
X "'~ ... .II. l~ .{ 
;{ 2.04* " Jl. .. 
,. u X A .. J• 
•• 
"" 
A X 
"':_Y --.r 5.26+ .. A .A 
)~ :\~ i.l.. 4 :·cc+ . ·,;) 
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